Apple and Koa Classes Home Learning Year 2
Thursday 18th June 2020
Dear Year 2 families,
As the lockdown is slowly easing, we hope that you can go out and visit places of interest. Please do keep
sending us your homework and answering the riddle question. We want to keep in contact with you as
much as possible. Let us know what you have been up to. What other activities have you been doing?
You could tell us how the lockdown affected you.
Here are Block 6 Week 3 Thursday’s activities:

1. In Maths, we are going to practise adding two 2-digit numbers. I would like you to solve a missing
number calculation. The missing number calculation below is written using a column method. To solve
this, you need to add the ones column first and then the tens column. You need to work out what the
missing ones numbers are. Your adult can explain this to you if you are unclear.

Find all the possible pairs of numbers that can complete the addition.

Extension: How do you know you have found all the pairs? What is same about all the pairs of
numbers? Create your own missing number calculation.
Simplification: Use 1-digit addition missing number sentence without using the column method
e.g. 7 + ? = 12
2. In English, I would like you to create your own lyrics to a song about jungle animals using some of the
sounds you thought of from Monday’s lesson. It can be in the tune of ‘Down in the jungle where
nobody goes…’ or ‘Walking through the jungle’ or create your own! Remember a song is like a poem.
Simplification: Change animal names and sounds for a familiar jungle song as examples mentioned
above.
Extension: Include a chorus in your song.

3. In Science, find out how can we care for our plants? Find out and describe how plants need water,
light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy. You could design a poster or leaflet to
show this information. Make the message clear and colourful.
Simplification: Use simple captions.
Extension: Compare a healthy plant with an unhealthy plant and write about the differences and why.

We will look forward to you sending your homework.
Love from,
Mrs Khan and Ms Aldecoa

